Wireless Freedom With The RVG 6500 Sensor
Enjoy high quality intraoral images on the move with the RVG 6500 Wireless Sensor from Carestream Dental, the leading provider of premium quality imaging systems and practice management solutions. The sensor delivers best-in-class images and is practical, portable and easy to use. Available in several different sizes, the RVG 6500 Wireless Sensor supports the examination and diagnostic needs of any practice. Proven Wi-Fi technology, along with compact design and complete set of holders, allow the sensor to be used quickly and conveniently throughout a multi-chair practice. Suitable for practices using Windows or OSX operating systems, the sensor is also compatible with the RVG 6500 Wireless Sensor Software. Added portability to the next level, for easy access to premium quality images anytime, anywhere. Simple to integrate into any practice, the sensor allows clinicians to acquire, store, view and share images effortlessly.
For more information, contact Carestream Dental on 0800 169 9692 or visit www.castellini.com.

Tavom's personalised cabinetry is of the highest quality. Whether you need it for a new or existing practice, or simply updating it, Tavom understand that the design of any dental unit, and in-surgery kits, the kits are new in a special cosmetic looking package. The new Tavom range offers a choice of 20 dark finishes in gloss, satin and wood grain with a variety of door and drawer options, doors and drawers with soft close hinges and back painted glass. All kits are designed to take into account the whole medical team as they move between medical staff.

For more information, contact Tavom Dental on 0800 169 9692 or visit www.tavom.com.

Tottolux
Drill-free dentistry introduced in Colchester National first Dentist Direct has launched its first new style practice which aims to stamp out fear of drilling and injections among dental patients. Dentist Direct’s first practice has now officially opened in Colchester, with Principal Dr Neil Sanghavi, allowing patients to be treated with revolutionary drill-free technology which can be used instead of drills and needles for almost any dental procedure and which – in most cases – is completely painless.

This technology, known as the Waterlase iPlus works by fusing laser energy with a gentle stream of water, reducing pain, anxiety and-trauma for patients and instead creating a much more comfortable experience for them. Principal Dentist Dr Neil Sanghavi said: “I think it’s a brilliant concept for dentists like myself who want to grow their clinical skills and concentrate on caring after their patients rather than spending time worrying about the business and compliance side of things.”

For more information please call Robin Shipton or Emily Packer at Harris & Hugs on 01325 486666 or email robin@harrisandhugs.co.uk / emily@harrisandhugs.co.uk
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I have always found it quite
troublesome to floss, but the Waterpik®
Plus Water Flosser makes it easier and
faster. It is great for keeping my gums
healthy and preventing plaque build-up.

Ms De Rossi has also found that the
Cordless Plus saves her a lot of time and
effort. “I often find myself in a rush,
and the Waterpik® Cordless Plus
helps to reach difficult areas.”

Spry Toothpaste with xylitol – for excellent
cavity prevention

Thanks to our level of expertise in
treating anxious or nervous patients,
we particularly excel in
Endodontics, dedicated to care
for the dental pulp.

EndoCare – committed to
Endodontics.

For more information on Inman Aligner training please visit
www.inmanaligner.com or phone 0845 366 5477.

For further information contact Anyone 4 Tea Ltd on 01428 652131, Or visit www.anyone4tea.com

For further information, please contact Victoria Banks, Programme Administrator, on 020 378 756 321, email vbanks@ucl.ac.uk or visit www.ucl.ac.uk/odontodent.

For more information call Cranfield Dental on 020 8733 148, email info@cranfield.dental.co.uk or visit www.cranfield.dental.co.uk

To learn more about how we can become an important extra member of your
dental team, contact EndoCare today!

For more information please call EndoCare on 0208 756 3300, or visit www.endocare.co.uk

To learn more about the technology that’s taken the USA by storm, contact
WhiteWash Laboratories, or visit www.whitewashlaboratories.com

To learn more about 3rd year students being reassured by their training, For more information on Inman Aligner training please visit
www.inmanaligner.com or phone 0845 366 5477.
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